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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that, in many application areas of importance, direct use of 
dynamic programming does not lead to computationally feasible algorithms. 
To illustrate this point, let us consider the general variational problem of 
minimizing the functional 
with respect to v, where u and v are related by the equation 
g = h(u, v), u(0) = ug . 
(1) 
Routine application of dynamic programming leads to the functional equa- 
tion (dropping terms of O(P)) 
(See [I] or [2].) If v0 is a vector, then we have a multidimensional minimiza- 
tion problem, an often ill-fated task in itself. Furthermore, if us is a vector of 
dimension k, whose elements may assume at the most M possible values, 
then digital computer solution of the problem requires storage of around M” 
values. 
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The number Mk in practice far surpasses the storage capabilities of present- 
day digital computers, and hence many a would-be dynamic programmer has 
sought relief in other approaches only to find to his dismay that dimensional&y 
is a universal anathema. The precise nature of the difficulty in, say, the cal- 
culus of variations or nonlinear programming may be quite different, but 
nonetheless practical techniques for the uniform numerical solution of high- 
dimensional variational problems are still lacking. Typical impediments such 
as instability, for example, become of even greater concern for large systems. 
It is to this “curse of dimensionality” that we shall address our attention. 
We do not proffer here an elixir by which all variational problems can be 
trimmed down to a reasonable size. Indeed, attempts to produce a generally 
applicable method would certainly prove fruitless. It is not unusual, however, 
that what may be intractable in general becomes solvable when further infor- 
mation is available and is pressed into service. Linearity, symmetry, and 
periodicity, to cite some well-known examples, have provided vital clues 
leading to simplifications in numerous contexts. With these past triumphs 
as our inspiration, we adopt as our goal the utilization of certain structural 
properties that 4 or h in (1) or (2) may possess to effect a reduction of dimen- 
sionality enabling the computational solution of an otherwise unsolvable 
problem. 
With this paper, we initiate a series which will investigate various aspects 
of the use of approximation techniques for the reduction of dimensionality 
in control processes. We shall begin this discourse by considering a particular 
problem which lends itself easily to a reduction by means of extrapolation. 
Success in this application would then motivate a quest for other problems to 
which we might profitably employ a similar tack. Having established its 
practicality to important classes of problems, we can then justifiably turn 
in earnest to related questions of more general and theoretical nature. 
2. DIFFUSION PROCESSES 
The problem we shall treat in this paper is the minimization of the func- 
tional 
I@, 4 = ,:j: q(u, v) dx dt (1) 
with respect to V, where u and v are related by the one-dimensional diffusion 
equation 
Ut = %a + 4% 4, (2) 
with initial condition 
4% 0) = g(x), (3) 
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and with generaI, possibly mixed, boundary conditions. Let us write 
Conventional dynamic programming then leads to the functional equation 
an infinite-dimensional problem. Recalling that computational solutions 
of problems involving dynamic systems inevitably require discretizations, 
we shall proceed in that fashion from the start. 
Discretizing (4), we have 
where r represents a time index, and i andj correspond to the space and time 
variables x and t, respectively. Discretizing (2), we obtain the finite-difference 
approximation 
%j+1 = ui,j + ( 1 g (%+1.i - 2%*j + %-1.i) + (4 Vi.? * 
In place of (5), we thus arrive at the k-dimensional problem 
(7) 
In brief, our objective is a further reduction of dimensionality. To this end, 
we shall first reformulate the problem so as to require a minimization over 
only a single variable. Then, by an adroit combination of this new formulation 
with a simple extrapolation, we shall decomposef, into one function of three 
variables plus k - 3 functions of one variable. 
3. SERIAL DIFFERENCE SCHEMES 
The finite-difference approximation 
4% t + 4 - 4% t> = u(x + sx, t) - 24x, t) + u(x - sx, t) 
At 6x2 (1) 
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represents only one of the many possible ways of discretizing the diffusion 
equation 
Ut = u,, . (4 
In words, it allows us to determine a new value U(X, t + dt) explicitly based 
upon the old values u(x + 6x, t), U(X, t), and u(x - Sx, t). Pictorially, this 
relationship is shown in Fig. 1. The use of (1) to solve (2) assuming Dirichlet 
boundary conditions, is illustrated in Fig. 2. (See [3].) We note that, at any 
fixed time t, the K values ui = u(xi , t) may be computed simultaneously. 
But for reasons that will become clear, we shall advocate here a serial rather 
than parallel procedure. 
x- 6X l 
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\ 
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x + 6X 0’ 
t t +At 
FIGURE I 
. 
FIGURE 2 
Let us consider, as an example of a serial procedure, the diagonal process 
illustrated in Fig. 3. A slight, but important, variation is the zigzag scheme 
shown in Fig. 4. What we are assuming, essentially, is that only one compo- 
nent ui changes at any particular time, and that these components change in 
some fixed order. (See [4].) We shall call this our “serialization assumption.” 
It seems reasonable to suppose that, for relatively small time increments, 
both of these serial methods for solving (i.e., obtaining a numerical approxima- 
tion to the solution of) the diffusion equation will perform satisfactorily. 
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FIGURE 3 
FIGURE 4 
. 
Returning to (1), we observe that it simply employs a forward difference 
quotient for ut and a central difference for u,, . Suppose, however, that we 
use backward differences for both ut and uz5 instead. The resulting finite- 
difference approximation to (2) is 
24(x, t) - u(x, t - At) = u(x, t) - 2u(x - 6x, t) + u(x - 26x, t) 
At 6x2 (3) 
An analogous picture to Fig. 1 is given in Fig. 5, and one to Fig. 2 is given in 
Fig. 6 (where (1) has been used at the boundaries). We note that this new 
formulation is inherently serial. The zigzag process predicated on (3) is 
. X-26X 
. 
J 
x- 6X. 
1 
o-0 x 
t-At t 
FIGURJI 5 
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illustrated in Fig. 7. One immediate advantage of this approach is that it 
utilizes more recent information. 
FIGURE 6 
l 
FIGURE 7 
It is clear that many other approximation schemes can be invented leading 
to various other serial procedures. Since each has associated with it certain 
truncation errors and the like, the determination of the “best” one to use is 
itself a major task. We shall not concern ourselves with this particular problem 
here. Our interest for the moment lies in the answering of how the incorpora- 
tion of a serial difference scheme into dynamic programming (a serial optimi- 
zation algorithm) leads to a reduction of dimensionality. We therefore return 
to the control process introduced in the previous section. 
4. 21~2.4~ Como~ 
Consider now the problem of minimizing the functional 
26 
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%.i+l = ui,i + (g-j (%+1,j - 2ui.j + U&l*j) + (At) V&j (2) 
at the sequence of points in “(i,j)-space” 
p = {lb > P2 > $3 Y.> 
= {(1, O), (2, 1) )...) (k - 1, k - 2), (k, k 
(1, 2k - 2), (2, 2k - 1) ,.*. }, 
and where 
*i,i+1 = ui,j 
Vi,j = 0 
- l), (k - 1, k) )..., (2, 2K - 3), 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
when (i, j) is not in P. This “zigzag control” process is illustrated in Fig. 8, 
evidently a modification of Fig. 4. We have chosen this particular scheme for 
simplicity and convenience. Conditions (4) and (5) represent our “serializa- 
tion assumption.” 
UPPER BOUNDARY 
l 
. . l 
0 I 2 IT KY . 
. l 
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FIGURE 8 
Applying dynamic programming to our reformulated problem, we obtain 
the functional equation (cf. (2.8)) 
f&l >***> ck) = % ,$ q(ci ,yt) &At +fr+l& ,a..> ~a’,... cd/ , 
i 
(6) 
where 
At 
c,’ = c.9 -k ax2 ( 1 - b+1 - 25 + ~-1) + WY, > (7) 
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with s being defined implicitly in terms of r by 
P r+l = (s, r). 
We note that (5) implies that yi = 0 for i # s, whence 
(8) 
Starting with the condition 
we may use (9) recurrently to determinefa , which is our goal. 
Comparing (9) with (2.8), we note that, as a consequence of our serializa- 
tion, the minimization is now with respect to a single variable rather than K 
variables. The complexity of the task has been reduced accordingly. The 
dimensionality of the problem, however, remains staggering since f is still 
a function of K variables. We require yet another device-namely, that of 
extrapolation. 
5. EXTRAPOLATION OF STATE 
The key stratagem that will permit our desired reduction of dimensionality 
is an extrapolation which enables the prediction of a next state based on m 
previous states. In other words, we seek a relation of the form 
ui =F(u<-~ , Ui-2 y.esp ~i-m)s (1) 
For simplicity, we shall employ ordinary polynomial approximation for our 
extrapolation. For example, using an interpolating polynomial through m 
equally-spaced points, we obtain for m = 2 
and for m = 3, 
U( = 2u, - q-2, (2) 
Ui = 3Ui-1 - 3U,-, $ Ui--3 * (3) 
Formulas (2) and (3) correspond to linear and quadratic extrapolation, 
respectively (see [5]). We may also, of course, write 
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to obtain extrapolation formulas in the opposite direction. We shall call the 
directions implied by (1) and (4) the “downward” and “upward” directions, 
respectively-terms motivated by Fig. 8. 
At the boundaries of our problem, we are forced to modify the foregoing 
slightly to take into account the added information. Given a boundary condi- 
tion (say, along x = 0) of the general form 
b(t) e40 + P(O, 0 %a 0 = g(t), (5) 
we can obtain the condition 
Iii JPW4 %-1 +g(r) 
My)/4 + WI ' 
(6) 
where ui is on the (lower) boundary. We may therefore use (6) rather than the 
extrapolation (1) as we approach the boundary. On leaving the (upper) 
boundary-i.e., when ud- is on the boundary-we may use first (downward) 
linear extrapolation, then quadratic, and so forth. The realtive crudeness of 
the extrapolation at the boundary is offset by the fact that more accurate and 
fresher information is available there. We shall illustrate the use of these 
notions in the following section. 
6. REDUCTION OF DIMENSIONALITY 
With the introduction of extrapolation, we have at last concluded laying 
the groundwork for our promised reduction of dimensionality. Repeating 
(4.9) in the skeletal form 
f&1 9*** ck) = r$nni-. . + fr+dcl ,... ,c,‘,..., cd>, (1) 
we reiterate that the root of our difficulty lies in the fact that f7 is a function 
of K variables. Our remaining object is to show that 
fT(Cl >***, 4 = g1 Wd + ‘P&S-l 9 c.3 9G+d, (2) 
i#s-1,s.s+1 
where qua is determined by a functional equation of the form 
9)&,-l , c* ,cs+J = my*** + %+I(& 7 cs*, c:+lN, (3) 
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and Z& is independent of yS . We will then have effectively reduced the 
“dimension” of our problem from k to 3. Before exhibiting the analytic forms 
of CJ.+ and $r , we shall first demonstrate the algorithm we have in mind. 
Referring to (3), we are free to let the variables & , c,*, and 
c,“,, be arbitrary functions of c,-r , c, , csfl , and yS . Hence, suppose 
At 
c-1 = cs + ax2 ( ) - (cs+1 - 2~s + G-J + WY, 9 (4) 
c,* = c s+1 s (5) 
c&*+1 = 3G+, - 3c, f c,-, . (6) 
We note that cz-r = c,’ in the sense of (4.7), and that c:+~ = cS+s using the 
downward extrapolation formula (5.3). Thus we may rewrite (3) as 
YJ&-~ , 5 , cs+J = $G-* + 9)r+~(cslp h+l p G+& 
The corresponding equation for the upward direction is 
T+(c~-~ , c, , cs+J = mini-- + 9++&-2 , cs-1 , G’)>- 
YS 
At the upper boundary, we have the pair of equations 
f?Jc-l(C.9, CS,l 9 cs+z) = F+$.** + %(G > c&1)19 
P),(cs > cs+1) = $4"' + %+&sI, cs+1 7 cs+z)), 
and similarly, at the lower boundary, 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
WI 
Dependence of v7 in (9) and (11) upon a third parameter, the boundary value, 
has been dropped since extrapolation at the boundaries is unnecessary (cf. 
(5.6)). We note further that (10) and (12) use linear rather than quadratic 
extrapolation, an eventuality for which the reader had been forewarned. In 
summary, then, by appropriate iterative application of Eqs. (7) to (12), we 
can determine rp,, given the function vN . 
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7. DECOMPOSITION PROOF 
We shall show in this section thatf, has the bipartite form 
where s and Y are related by (4.8). I n a ICU ar, restricting ourselves to the p rt’ 1 
downward direction for the moment, let 
F (c - r s 1, cs ,cs+d =~41(cs-l> 0) + p(cs 9YJ + dcs+l >WI 8~ At 
+ A+&d + %+&l, cs+1 3 cs+& 
and 
(2) 
$4~) = dci 3 0) ax At + &+dci), i # s - 1, s, s + 1, (3) 
#r(G) = O i=s-l,s,s+l (4) 
(see [6]). We proceed by induction. Dropping each subscript in the above 
equations by one, we have 
(5) 
$‘r-l(Ci) = 4(Ci 3 0) 6X At 3 #r(Ci), ifs-2,s-l,s, V-4 
Ll(Ci) = 0, i=s-2,s-1,s. (7) 
Now recalling (4.9), we see that 
f&1 >*..> clc) = E% 1 C dci to) Sx At + dcs-1, rs-1) ax At 
<#S-l (8) 
+f& ,..*, d-1 >.a*, Ck) * 1 
Assuming (1) is true (our induction hypothesis), we have 
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Taking certain terms outside the minimization operator, we get 
- Ws+d + ~-~IMCs-2 7 0)+ dcs-1 7Ys-1) + dcs 3 O)lSx At 
+ $&(CS--2) + %(Ci-1 9 cs 7 Cs+l& (10) 
Thus, using the definitions (5) and (6) along with hypothesis (4), we conclude 
that 
From (4.10), it is clear that 
9&-I , cs ,c,+d = $jnMc,-l ,O) + a(~ ,YJ + 4(~+~ , WI 8~ 4, (12) 
and 
h(4 = 4(Ci 3 0) ax 4 i#S-1,s,s+1, 
$4Jci> (13) = 0 i = s - 1, s, s + 1. 
Returning now to the assumption leading to (2), we note that it is based on 
the downward relation (6.7). To generalize, we would have to define p)r “by 
cases,” using the additional relations (6.8) to (6.12). Our decomposability 
proof extends easily in this event. 
8. A SUMMING UP 
Let us review the results that we have obtained up to here. Our purpose 
was to reduce the dimensionality involved in the numerical solution of a 
certain distributed parameter system. To accomplish this, we first had to 
obtain a serialized version of the usual method for solving the governing 
diffusion equation. Then by means of extrapolation, we managed to partition 
the functional equation derived via dynamic programming. The end result 
is that the computer memory requirement was reduced from AP to 
Ma + (K - 3) M. For M = 100 and K = 10, this is a reduction from 1020 
to about 106, from impossible to possible. Furthermore, the minimizations 
are now with respect to one instead of K variables. We have gained much. 
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What have we lost? Viewing our serialization procedure heuristically, it 
seems probable that to obtain accuracies comparable to the conventional 
approach would require a much smaller (by a factor of l/K) time increment. 
This is equivalent to requiring about 12 times the computing time, a familiar 
circumstance in view of the axiomatic balance between time and space. We 
have, however, tipped the scales in our favor since the time requirement has 
increased linearly whereas the memory requirement decreased considerably 
quicker. 
Regarding extrapolation, we emphasize that it has not been used for the 
solution of the diffusion equation. It has a second-order effect in that the 
optimal control sequence (yJ is chosen on the basis of approximate “cost” 
arrays (y,.), and the system is affected thereby. Furthermore, the conventional 
dynamic programming approach normally requires multivariate interpolation 
of values in the cost arrays. Thus the extrapolation errors may more or less be 
lumped with the approximation ‘errors that arise naturally from the usual 
discretization. 
In conclusion, we have proposed a technique by which a particular varia- 
tional problem of high dimension might be solved numerically. Validation by 
computer experiments and further analytical work are in progress. While 
computational considerations might well require some modification to the 
scheme developed here, we expect the basic idea to prove successful. The fact 
that many methods in numerical analysis perform far better than their 
theoretical error bounds would indicate gives us added confidence in the 
feasibility of our approach. As a final note, we observe that the ideas presented 
here show promise of much wider applicability. For we have not exploited 
the linearity of the diffusion equation, nor have we made any special demands 
upon our criterion function. Thus our method may prove applicable where 
many others fail. 
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